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IMPULSE SEALERS 7

Sealboy Magneta
Similar to our “Sealboy” this manually
operated impulse machine is ideal for
packing all kinds of products in a limit-
ed work space. The sealing time is
adjustable with a timer. When the
upper jaw is closed, the magnetic
interlock ensures that the seal pressure
is maintained until the sealing and
cooling process is complete. When
using tubular foil, it is possible to
make different bag sizes using the
shielded cutting device to trim off any
excess foil length. The Sealboy
Magneta comes in various models and
a range of different sizes, each with a
selection of accessories. The machine
can work with all types of thermoplas-
tic films (polyethylene, polypropylene,
PVC and thin laminates).

Applications: all types of bags, iron-
ware, mechanical and electric parts,
various products, etc.

Technical specifications 235 SBM 420 SBM 420 SBMT 620 SBM

With timer With timer With timer, knife With timer 

and knife and knife & twin seal and knife

Seal length ± 235 mm ± 420 mm 2x ± 420 mm ± 620 mm

Seal width ± 3 mm ± 3 mm 2x ± 3 mm ± 3 mm

Film thickness Max. 2x0,2 mm Max. 2x0,2 mm Max. 2x0,2 mm Max. 2x0,2 mm

Voltage * 230 V/50-60 Hz 230 V/50-60 Hz 230 V/50-60 Hz 230 V/50-60 Hz

Consumption 400 W 450 W 650 W 575 W

Dimensions of packed machine 45x20x26 cm 64x20x26 cm 64x20x26 cm 85x20x26 cm

Weight of machine ± 8 kg ± 9 kg ± 11 kg ± 12 kg

* The machines are also available in 115V on request

Accessories

Technical specifications 235 SBM 420 SBM & 620 SBM

420 SBMT

Work table OT 235 SBM OT 420 SBM OT 620 SBM

Rolloflux RL 321 RL 421 RL 621

Code seal Unchangeable text in seal like your company name, special code etc.

Magnetic interlock

Sealboy Magneta 235 SBM, 420 SBM, 620 SBM

235 SBM + OT 235 SBM + RL 321




